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TThe Knowledge Hub at 
Beauty Tech Live, the event 

bringing together the worlds of 
beauty and digital organized by 
BW Confidential in collaboration 
with The Moodie Davitt Report 
that took place earlier this year, 
hosted seven keynote speakers. 
The keynote interviews and 
presentations were delivered by 

beauty industry leaders from both the brand and distribution 
sectors and representing the regions of Europe, Asia and 
the US. 

These industry leaders provided key insights on a range of 
issues, including the future of omnichannel beauty, new retail 
strategies, the evolution of e-commerce, the DTC model and 
selling fragrance online. 

We have gathered these insights together in this special 
edition on Beauty Tech Live—the first in a series covering this 
pioneering event. The video presentations of each keynote 
can also be accessed through the interactive touchpoints in 
this digital edition. 
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L’Oréal Chief Digital Officer Lubomira Rochet*

Multiple models of e-commerce
L’Oréal Chief Digital Officer Lubomira Rochet* 
shed light on managing the many different types of 
e-commerce models and discussed how she sees the 
landscape for online beauty retail evolving

Will you look to prioritize your DTC business over other 
forms of e-commerce?  
It is true that it is a very strategic channel for us, not only because 
we can control the brand experience fully, but also because we have 
the relationship with the consumer and have a more personalized 
relationship with them. But here again, I would say it depends, 
because we have 36 brands and some brands are working very well 
in DTC, especially the luxury brands or brands, such as Skinceuticals 
or Kerastase that are not widely distributed offline and that have a 
price point that helps us make a profit in this channel. But if you take 
most of our mass brands, apart from NYX Professional Makeup, we 
don’t have a DTC approach—we don’t have a DTC approach for 
L’Oréal Paris, Garnier or Maybelline. So it depends on the brand and 
on the country. But overall, it’s absolutely a very strategic channel, 
and also because of what we learn in DTC, we can be much smarter 
with our e-retailers and pure player partners, so I don’t see it 
as a as a battle or as a fight with them, but more as a 
complementary strategy.

Is it easier for prestige brands to go DTC? 
It very much depends on the distribution. The more you are 
distributed offline, the harder it is to find a USP for your DTC. It also 
depends on the price points, as the higher the price point, the higher 
the basket. 

So those are the two drivers for us when we think about the 
DTC channel.

Given the rise of the number of places to shop online, do 
you see the e-tailer business declining? What do brick-and-
mortar retailers need to do to capitalize on online?  
What we have seen emerging from COVID-19 is some brick-and-
mortar partners have been challenged, but some have accelerated 
tremendously—such as, Ulta, Sephora, Walmart, Target, Carrefour 
or Watsons. On your question about what needs to be done, I 
would say firstly, that I have seen many of the e-retailers adopt 
a marketplace strategy, which helps them increase the offer. The 
second thing I would say is that those e-retailers have a massive 
membership base, and this is something that can really be leveraged 
online—there’s not only Prime out there, but many membership 

L’Oréal’s e-commerce went from 15% of sales in 2019 to 
27% of business last year. What were the key challenges in 
managing the changes of such rapid growth?
We were ready to accelerate in e-commerce, as it has been part of 
our strategy for a long time, but the magnitude of the wave that we 
had to navigate was extreme. We saw incredible growth in certain 
categories—for example, in hair color at the beginning of the crisis 
when the stores were closed, we saw 200-300% growth every day. 

The first thing that we worked on was real-time analytics. Before 
the crisis, we had insights every three months that we would 
analyze, but with the crisis we had a few hours to understand what 
consumers were looking for and where they were going. So from 
a supply chain and assortment perspective, real-time analytics has 
been a big learning. 

We also built entire systems in a matter of days and weeks and 
boosted our partnerships with the retailers—as in e-commerce we 
don’t have panels, so it is really down to the relationship we have 
with our retailers to be able to get more of an understanding of 
the categories and their evolution. The third thing is that we had 
to reorganize a bit and break the silos. What we saw is a massive 
shift in terms of media allocation, especially at the height of the 
crisis, from more awareness-and brand-building media to lower 
funnel-type media. So we focused on getting the teams together 
to make sure that there were no silos between the people who are 
buying media on the platforms and those who were managing the 
merchandising, the assortment and the sales.

L’Oréal’s e-commerce business is evenly weighted 
between e-tailers (30%), online pure players (27%) and 
DTC (43%). How do you see this split progressing?
It is a very complex question, because it depends on the distribution 
landscape in the different countries and zones. If you take Asia, 
the bulk of e-commerce is driven by pure players and digital native 
platforms, such as Lazada, Shopee or Wechat. But if we look at the 
US or Europe, it’s much more even between retailers, which are 
accelerating, and players like Amazon, Zalando or Lookfantastic. 
And then in Japan, DTC is important because you don’t have a large 
number of online players, especially for luxury. So it’s important to 
have a clear per country, per zone view in order to hedge your bets. 
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programs that can be leveraged online by those players. So now 
the key question is to build the capabilities in terms of creating the 
best consumer experience online to be able to make the most of 
their subscription and membership programs that they have offline 
to create interesting services online. I would say also to work on 
the convenience and other multiple delivery models that exist, for 
example, click-and-collect and the capacity of last mile with the 
Instacarts of the world. 

Will there be more marketplaces or a move towards more 
curated beauty e-commerce sites? In terms of online 
players, how do you see the landscape evolving? 
That is a very fundamental question. Absolutely marketplaces are 
on the rise, because at the end of the day, it’s a way to extend your 
portfolio and a way also for the retailers to be able to be more 
profitable and more consumer-centric in the sense that they’re 
offering more. Look at a company called Mirakl, it is a tech company 
that helps retailers or brands build marketplaces, and the growth in 
GMV that they have been generating in the past year is very 
telling from an infrastructure point of view of this movement 
towards marketplaces.

But at the same time, there is a demand from consumers for more 
curated or different types of user and shopping experiences. And this 
is something that is going to play out. Because of the shortfall of 
the marketplace model—with a marketplace, the choice becomes 
almost schizophrenic and is complicated—the curated business 
models, based on a huge personalization on a good use of AI and 
big data can be very interesting. This is something that Zalando 
is working around, and we have seen many startups also in this 
particular field in fashion, and more in beauty. 

Would you look to create an online multi-brand retail 
marketplace, possibly including competing brands? 
Actually, this exists with SalonCentric in the US. We bought the 
distributor SalonCentric a few years ago, and we have accelerated its 
digital and e-commerce transition. It’s a model around professional 
haircare that works well for us. It’s an interesting avenue that we are 
digging further into.

TikTok is going to become a big player 
in e-commerce, social platforms are 
going to become big players, e-retailers 
are accelerating and innovating a lot 
in terms of user experience, but also 
in the back office, logistics and the 
delivery experience

“

”L’Oréal Chief Digital Officer Lubomira Rochet
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Would you launch such a platform for your prestige brands 
or for a category, such as fragrance or skincare?
It is under review right now, so I cannot say more about it. But what 
I can say is that we have a great pilot from which to learn from in 
the US with SalonCentric. 

Given the growing number of places to buy beauty online, 
what do you think will make the difference in terms of 
where the consumer will go to purchase? 
I am obsessed with this notion of membership and subscription. 
There is something there that is at play in many of the digital 
platforms—when we see Twitter acquiring a subscription-based 
model, the strength of Prime for Amazon and when you see 
there are search engines by subscription. So I think this notion of 
subscription and membership is getting hotter in digital overall. At 
the end of the day, it creates a massive USP for you as a consumer, 
because it’s a great way for the platform to know you better based 
on the history of your purchases. It’s a great way for the platform to 
be able to push relevant products and make it more personal. We 
started a model like that in the US called Color & Co, focused on hair 
color. The more you get into personalized beauty, the more these 
type of models will make sense. 

The other thing that can make a difference to consumers is the 
power of services that can come with the shopping experience in 
beauty, such as make-up try-on or skincare diagnostics or tele-
consultations or shade finders—everything that can help you 
navigate the visual aisle of the beauty offering. 



Livestream shopping is big in China. Can you see it 
taking off in the West?  
It is true that livestreaming is huge in China and in Asia in general. 
Asia is interesting when we when we think of social commerce, 
which is a big buzzword right now. There are different forms of 
social commerce. One form is about livestreaming and it’s a kind of 
QVC reinvented—more interactive and faster, but it’s QVC at the 
end of the day. On the other side, you have more the peer model 
that is more like a door-to-door model reinvented. The key is that 
livestreaming is very dependent on the platforms, so the moment 
when YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and Amazon want to make 
it on livestreaming shopping, that’s when it will take off. It is very 
dependent on the willingness of the platforms to drive this model 
and to enable it from a commerce and shopping point of view. 

We have tried live shopping and livestreaming experiments on 
our own websites, and it works. Of course, it is not the massive 
audiences that we can see in China, but it works because you feel 
like it is a very close relationship with the influencer or the expert 
who is doing the show. You can ask questions, and you have this 
notion of instant gratification that comes with the speed of the 
livestreaming experience. We have seen very good conversion rates 
up to 10% to 12%. It is a small base, but very engaged and high 
conversion rates, which I think validates the model, and now it’s 
really up to the to the platforms to make it big.

Some say ROI is elusive as it can be difficult to get an 
audience and as checkout is not as frictionless as in China. 
Yes, I would agree with that. In terms of audience gathering, that 
is why it will depend on the platforms as they are commanding the 
big audiences, so the moment they really want to go big there, it 
will take off. The retailers have made some interesting inroads and 
I would say it’s a different way of addressing your consumers. Not 
everyone can do a live and review products for 45 minutes, so you 
have to learn how to moderate your content and your audience.

Would you agree that gaming platforms are the new 
social networks or new malls?  
On gaming platforms the excitement is already there, so would the 
next step be to have a commerce element there? It is hard to say, 
because the gaming world—just like the internet world 25 years 
ago—is something that has very deep-rooted cultural traits that 
used to be very underground and not very commercial. So all these 
cultural aspects are something that people will want to protect for 
as long as they can.

So when we brands we go into those those platforms, we have to 
be careful how we do it, and respect the audience and gamers. But 
on the other hand, what is true, is that gaming has democratized 
a lot. It will take time—time for the cultural hardcore pioneers to 
maybe let go, and that will be the moment when the shopping 
and commercial part of it will start. But what is interesting is 
understanding how gaming works and how it can help us change 
the shopping experience on our DTC websites.

In terms of social commerce, there are doubts over 
whether people want to shop on social-media platforms, 
such as Instagram for example. Do you see this changing?
Yes. Before we used to have very different worlds, there was a world 
to brand build, and so you had Instagram on one side, and another 
for commerce with Amazon on the other side. But what we see for 
many years now is that things are colliding. 

On Amazon, you can brand build more and more, while the social 
platforms want to integrate a frictionless shopping experience. 
That’s the direction it is taking, and now it is more of a question of 
fixing the shopping experience on the social networks, which is not 
yet there because of the friction and because it’s not their native 
business model. 

So they have to fix it, but I really don’t see any barriers for 
shopping to happen on social platforms, on Instagram, Facebook or 
YouTube one day.

s L’Oréal has seen success with its virtual try-on technology from Modiface and its livestreaming initiatives

L’Oréal Chief Digital Officer Lubomira Rochet*
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Can you build a prestige brand on Amazon and can you 
see Amazon becoming a big platform for prestige brands?
It is a strategic direction for them, and they are working hard 
in terms of fixing the experience and being able to provide the 
environment, the tools and the capabilities for prestige brands, so 
brands can portray their brands in the best way. 

You recently invested in social-commerce company 
Replika. Do you think this type of social-commerce model 
can work for all brands—even prestige? 
Yes, absolutely. You have social commerce that is platform driven 
with livestreaming and all the capabilities there, and then you have 
the social commerce that is a more peer-to-peer or door-to-door 
type of experience, and here our beauty advisors can have a major 
role. They have been trained, they love our brand, are passionate 
about our products and they can become influencers and advocates 
online, and this is really a movement we’ve seen during COVID-19.

Our BAs from Kiehl’s, NYX Professional Makeup, and also in China 
from Lancôme, have been active online as advocates, and more 
and more because the platforms allow it. So they can engage their 
followers and turn them into buyers and this is what we see with 
WeChat groups. When you have up to 500 followers, then you do 
product presentations, product reviews and enable your followers 
and consumers to be buyers. The strong growth of Facebook Groups 
is something that we clearly see enabling that, and Whatsapp could 
definitely be a platform that enables that. It’s a matter of time, and 
this is why we’ve invested in Replika because we believe a lot in this 
in this model, where you have this peer-to-peer aspect and where 
the peers are experts.  

You forecast that 50% of your business will come from 
e-commerce in the near future, which would imply doing 
even more business with Big Tech players. What do you 
see as the main risks that come with this? 
First of all, the 50% is not a goal, but a strong probability, and we 
want to be prepared for that. In 2014, when e-commerce was 2% 
of our sales, we said then that by 2020 there is a strong probability 
that it will represent 20%. So it is exactly the same idea, and we 
believe in doing the bet early enough and preparing and building 
the capabilities for that. In terms of the composition of e-commerce, 
you have to go into a very refined analysis by country, by brand 
and by business model to understand where the growth is coming 
from and who are the new players. It is always a bit difficult, as 
things are changing very fast in digital. But there are things that 
we are starting to see. For example, TikTok is going to become a 
big player in e-commerce, social platforms are going to become big 
players, e-retailers are accelerating and innovating a lot in terms 
of user experience, but also in the back office, logistics and the 
delivery experience. Our philosophy has always been to play with all 
the players, because we want to be where people are consuming 
beauty, searching for beauty and buying beauty.

What do you think about some of the newer platforms 
such as TikTok, Clubhouse or gaming platform Twitch? 
In China, TikTok’s parent company has already enabled e-commerce, 
so it is coming to the rest of the world, and I think TikTok will be 

a massive e-commerce player in the coming years. We see a lot of 
TikToks that are reviewing and pushing to Amazon, so [commerce] is 
already in the DNA of the platform, and the moment when it starts 
to be an integrated and smooth experience it will even go further. 

For Clubhouse, it is too early to tell. I would say that today the way 
we see Clubhouse is more like a B2B channel, where we can have 
our hair stylists host rooms and attract new advocates for us. So we 
don’t see it as a big e-commerce play there very soon. As for Twitch, 
it is an influencer game, and not yet an e-commerce game. It’s really 
important to respect the timing of those platforms. If you look at the 
history of the internet, all platforms started from being more about 
content, where you provide a certain type of service, which builds 
the audience and scale, and then after you start to monetize.

What do you see as new emerging digital trends?
I would say something that already exists, which we call beauty 
tech and is how technologies will power and empower beauty 
experiences online. We started with Modiface three years ago out 
of this belief that augmented reality would change the beauty 
experience, because it will help people try before they buy. AI will 
change the experience because it gives access to diagnostics. We 
have worked a lot in refining those services and those tools that 
we can put online.Today, what we see is that it cannot be just an 
online play—it has to be offline and online. For example, when we 
have a haircare diagnostic for Kerastase, we will immediately drive 
to salon, or when we have skincare diagnostic, we propose a tele-
consultation with a dermatologist. The services are powered by the 
technology, so technology is an enabler and has helped give access, 
which is very important notion. For example, when you don’t have 
access to a BA, virtual try-on is great, or when you don’t have access 
to a dermatologist, a skincare diagnostic is great.  But now the key is 
to is to make the juncture between the offline and the online world 
and recreate these human relationships and to re-humanize [the 
process] beyond pure beauty tech. n

L’Oréal recently invested 
in Replika, to boost its social-
selling business, a model it 
says has much potential
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CEO, A.S. Watson (Asia & Europe) & Chief Operating Officer, A.S. Watson 
Group Malina Ngai

O+O: The new standard of retail
A.S. Watson is the world’s largest international health and 
beauty retailer with annual revenue of US$20bn, a network of 
more than 16,000 offline and online stores and 12 retail brands 
in 27 markets in Asia and Europe. CEO, A.S. Watson (Asia & 
Europe) & Chief Operating Officer, A.S. Watson Group Malina 
Ngai, who has been instrumental in driving the company’s digital 
transformation, shares her vision of the new standard of retail

customer service team, 100 online platforms and very importantly, 
our 140 million loyalty member base, which is digitally connected. 
O+O is about focusing on customers, and I believe that retail is not 
dead, it just needs to get better.

With COVID-19, physical retail sales have been diverted 
online. Do you see some of your stores becoming more 
focused on online logistics or becoming fulfillment 
centers, rather than boutiques per se?
I do not see the role of the physical store becoming obsolete. On the 
contrary, the role of the physical store is becoming very interesting. 
Traditionally, we say the customer is king, so you need to have 
good products, good prices and customer service. But we have 
to understand today that customer expectations have moved on, 
especially due to the COVID-19 impact, and this means more than 
just good customer service today. We need to understand that you 
have to give them the best, and you have to know their power. So 
if you don’t deliver on time, or if your content is boring, you can be 
sure they will speak up on social media. You have to make things 
easy and convenient for them so that they want to shop everywhere. 
They appreciate that you appreciate their time, and today, you don’t 
tell them what to buy, but you share experiences that solve their 
pain points in retail and let them call the shots. 

So the new O+O standard is basically operating on the principle 
of worshiping the king—that is the customer. Rather than seeing 
physical stores as serving just as fulfillment centers, it is more about 
delivering an experience that meets the customer’s expectations, 
from convenience of the location, product quality, digital experience, 
the beauty service they need, delivery options and payment options.

We launched a Scan & Go payment technology, which we call 
Watsons Go two years ago in China and have rolled it out to other 
markets. With it, customers walk into the store and use their phone 
—it is not any digital device—and after they check the products on 
social media they can then just pay on their phone, put the product 
in their bag and leave. Another initiative is what we have launched 

What is O+O? And why do you call it the new standard 
of retail?
Simply, O+O describes how customers shop today. Traditionally 
people talk about O2O—offline-to online or online-to-offline, 
which refers to driving customers from one channel to another, but 
this is not what customers want; they want to shop wherever and 
whenever they like. So forget about physical versus online, it’s not 
‘either/or’, but about the most integrated customer experience at 
every touchpoint. The focus should be on customer lifestyle—this is 
what O+O is all about. 

The retail industry has talked about connected customer journeys 
for some time, but most retailers are taking it slowly or are finding 
it very challenging to transform their organizations. The COVID-19 
pandemic is a wake-up call, as lockdowns and movement controls 
made online interactions and online shopping a necessity rather 
than a choice for customers. So retailers that already had a strong 
digital proposition in place when COVID-19 hit, have survived, 
while many others struggle. Before COVID-19, we could have said 
the O+O experience is the future of retail, but the pandemic has 
completely reset the retail game in a year, and O+O is now the new 
standard for retail.

I would add that, knowing what is needed, which is O+O, and 
doing it, are two different things. The O+O standard is not about 
having physical stores and then starting an online store; it is about 
a whole ecosystem powered by technology, Big Data and AI. And 
just as important is the organization’s cultural change when it 
comes to managing the business and deciding where to prioritize. 
The motivation behind this O+O standard is very clear and for A.S. 
Watson there is no cannibalization of customer spend in physical 
stores. The analytics show us that, in fact, our O+O shoppers’ 
(meaning they shopped with us both in a physical store and online) 
spend is three times more than customers who shop with us only 
in physical stores; so it’s about creating a bigger share of wallet. 
Delivering this O+O standard with excellence is a combination of 
our physical store network of 16,000 stores, our 140,000-strong 
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with Grab in Southeast Asia to deliver products within two hours. 
As we have a few thousand stores in Asia, we are leveraging our 
network to give the customers convenience and meet 
their expectations. 

Today, it is more complex to run retail, and while there is a lot of 
talk about technology, when it comes to digital transformation, I 
believe there is one very important aspect, which is often ignored. 
During the transformation, it is important to re-define the role of 
the store team and the beauty advisors, because it is really just not 
about technology. We have 140,000 colleagues around the world, 
so we are trying to enable them to spend less time on administration 
and more time on customer service, and move from traditional 
selling skills towards interaction skills. This means we even have to 
help keep them up to date on social-media trends. In a way, our 
store team and beauty advisors are becoming like CRM managers 
because they are managing a community around the stores and 
customers who shop in their store. They also become our KOLs—a 
lot of our colleagues now do livestreaming and produce content 
for our social media. Basically, we are rewriting the whole job 
description of our store team.

This is a very important part of our O+O strategy and is the 
standard that we think will be needed for the retail business. I 
know a lot of luxury beauty brands use their store team of beauty 
advisors to connect with customers on WeChat and interact with 
the customers. But why is Watsons unique? Because, besides luxury 
retail, we are also in the mass beauty business, so we are talking 
about thousands of customers per week per store—in some of 
the markets, we’re talking about over one million to two million 
customers per week shopping with us. So, being able to operate 
an O+O model in such a scalable way is a whole different skillset. 
Thanks to our store network, we have very flexible fulfillment 
options for customers, such as 30-minute click-and-collect delivery, 
which allows us to connect our stores to digital platforms. This 
means the assortment is never limited by the shelf space. A lot of 
these services are also powered by our connections with the 140 

O+O is about focusing on customers, 
and I believe that retail is not dead, it 
just needs to get better

“
”CEO, A.S. Watson (Asia & Europe) & Chief Operating 

Officer A.S. Watson Group Malina Ngai
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million loyalty members that we have on social media and on digital 
platforms, so this is how we are delivering O+O, and how we are 
building and developing a very interesting role for the physical store.

A recent study you conducted showed that consumers 
want to return to physical stores following COVID-19. 
Given the growth online, are consumers looking for 
different types of assortment and services in stores?
In the second half of last year, we conducted research in 20 markets 
and 22,000 customers gave us their feedback. The results were 
very encouraging, as 100% of respondents said that they would 
go back to the physical store to shop—and even Gen Z said they 
would go back to physical stores. From the survey, we also found 
out that almost 70% of them, felt that we were close to them 
during COVID-19 and provided the relevant information. In the 
first six months of the lockdown we doubled our content and the 
development of our digital assets to continue interacting with our 
members. One third of those surveyed said they even shop more 
often in physical stores, so this is underlines people’s desire for 
human interaction, which sometimes cannot be totally replaced by 
technology and digital.

To give you some numbers, last year even with the COVID-19 
situation and with a lot of stores temporarily closed, we still 
managed to recruit 18 million new customers, which is more than 
10% of our database. We also recruited a million new online 
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shoppers. These are new opportunities and we realized that 
we have to stay relevant to customers everywhere and anytime—so 
it is not just about transactions, but interactions.

Given the growth of e-commerce will you open stores at 
the same pace as before? 
Before COVID-19, we opened about 1,300 new stores a year, so on 
average over three stores a day. In 2020, there were some months, 
where we couldn’t do anything, but still, we opened 860 stores, so 
on average 2.4 new stores a day. This year, the plan is to open 1,000 
stores in Asia and Europe. 

There is also another benefit to the fulfillment flexibility I 
mentioned for the physical store. When our customers choose click-
and-collect in the store—one third of all our online orders customers 
choose to collect in the stores—30% to 50% of them also buy 
something else while they are in the store. So this is an ecosystem 
and we firmly believe there is still a very interesting role for physical 
stores, so we will continue to open new stores. I think it is wrong for 
people to disinvest in physical stores; it is just about getting better, 
and not less.

What digital tools have you implemented that are helping 
to drive business at your brick-and-mortar stores?
The tools that we have implemented are mostly for O+O 
connectivity, so what that means is that it is not about a digital 
device that we just plug in the store, but it usually connects back to 
the customer’s mobile phone. For example, take our skin analyzers 
in Asia. When the beauty advisor uses a device to help the customer 
test a skin condition, the skin report comes up on the customer’s 
mobile phone, and they can keep it so they can understand their skin 
condition, and then we interact with the customer, understand their 
pain points and provide recommendations. 

Customers, not only just the younger generation, are mobile savvy 

and digitally connected, so a lot of the digital tools or technology 
that we developed are not just standalone devices.  We want to 
build it on the mobile phone, so it really fits into the customer’s 
habits. Another example is an AR virtual make-up tool that we 
have on mobile for the customer, which we work on together with 
Modiface from L’Oréal. We have also gone into hair color as well. 
When we first launched it, we thought it would be just for mobile 
and for online purchases, but with COVID-19, more customers are 
still very cautious about touching the testers in the store, and so, 
even when our beauty advisors interact with the customer in the 
store, we use the digital tools on the phone. We will also launch 
a virtual foundation finder. So a lot of the tools that we are now 
looking into are about how they connect to the mobile phone 
because that is the customer habit and we see it as a tool for CRM.

You implemented two interesting models in China—the 
cloud stores, where each store has a corresponding cloud 
store, and Enterprise WeChat. How do these two models 
work and could they be rolled out elsewhere?
In China alone, we have 4,000 Watsons stores covering 480 cities 
and each of our stores has a corresponding cloud assortment so 
we are able to localize the assortment. So when a customer is near 
a location they can see the assortment on a cloud store and this 
enables the customer to find the most relevant range, and also enjoy 
the 30 minute click-and-collect time or 60 minutes delivery. 

A very interesting technology is our collaboration with Tencent 
on the Enterprise WeChat platform. We call it My Store, and what 
it means is that our 22,000 beauty advisors in Watsons China can 
connect to customers one-on-one. For example, when a customer 
buys a product in the store, when they get home they may have 
forgotten how to use it, or they may want some advice, so they can 
connect to our BAs. Many companies do personalization these days, 
but My Store is quite unique, because the customer is connected 

s Watsons Go allows customers to buy in store via payment on a mobile app

CEO, A.S. Watson (Asia & Europe) & Chief Operating Officer, A.S. Watson 
Group Malina Ngai
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personally with the BA. You do not receive a message from Watsons, 
but a message from the BA who served you in the store. And in the 
back-end, all the customer data is owned and managed by 
the company. 

Another thing is when beauty advisors are serving customers 
they can do some tagging. So if the BA interacts with a customer 
who has a skincare issue, she would enter some text and keywords 
into the system, and we use the AI in the back-end to allow her 
to send the right offer back to the customer. One beauty advisor 
in our Watsons China business manages 600 to 800 customers 
on this My Store WeChat platform. I recently met one of our top 
BAs, who manages a community of 2,600 beauty customers and 
can personalize the experience because in the back-end there 
is the AI. For example, the BA can check her platform see that 
it is a customer’s birthday and send her an offer that suits her 
recommended by AI and maybe add a personal touch or message. 
We are studying how to roll out a similar model in other markets. It 
is a very interesting concept to have our BAs acting like a community 
manager and to provide tailor made [offers].

Many of your digital innovations work well in Asia, and 
especially China to drive sales conversion. Can you see 
such initiatives taking off in Europe?
Half of our business is in Europe, where we have a luxury and mass 
beauty business. We have a lot of innovations coming from Europe. 
One innovation, which started in Europe and I want to introduce in 
Asia we call Go-in-Store. This is where a BA in the store can give a 
live video consultation to a customer who is browsing online. The BA 
colleague can bring her to shelf through the video and even show 
her the textures of the products.

What are the trends in retail we can expect in 2021?
Technology—I firmly believe technology is the enabler for retailers 

and for beauty brands. The O+O integrated experience is a key 
differentiator. Smart use of customer insights and Big Data to create 
personalization in offers and to elevate CRM. Today, CRM is more 
than just a loyalty card—it needs a lot more human interaction in 
O+O; interactions on websites, mobile apps, social media and even 
last mile delivery—how can we humanize it? Humanize the tone of 
voice and think of customers as friends, so we need to elevate CRM. 
And also [there is a need] to elevate the store experience because 
customers want something better. The basic convenience is still 
essential, and the right product and services with value are always 
relevant, but the experience the customer service and how they 
navigate in stores is all very important.

What will A.S. Watson focus on for its O+O business 
for 2021? 
Converting more members to shop O+O is a focus for 2021 
and beyond. To be able to do that I mentioned briefly about the 
organization and culture, so we also have to introduce new KPIs to 
ensure that we have that focus and laser attention on customers. 
Traditionally, retailers had mystery shoppers, but we got rid of that 
more than 24 months ago, and instead asked our real customers [for 
feedback]. This is called our Customer Love Score, and every month, 
half a million members give us feedback on their experience when 
they shop in our physical store and online store, and that is helping 
us to continue to improve. So besides the financial, this is a KPI that 
is the most talked about at A.S. Watson. 

Another focus is content. Today 70% to 80% of customers will 
research online and on social before they shop in our physical 
or online store, so we have to enhance our content and digital 
assets. And of course, we need also help from the beauty brands on 
the content. 

We are also keen to identify more technology and brand partners 
to help us to elevate our O+O experience for our customers. n

Skin Analyser is a device that 
analyzes skin types and offers 
product recommendations

s With the Go-in-Store service, 
consumers who browse online can 
speak to an in-store beauty advisor 
on video
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China connect
Alibaba’s cross-border platform Tmall Global has become an 
even more attractive platform for foreign brands in the light 
of COVID-19. Jun Dong, Managing Director Tmall Global 
Beauty, Alibaba Group, talked about how brands can better 
do business on the platform and key trends in China

predicts that 52% of China’s overall retail sales are expected to 
come from e-commerce transactions this year, outstripping brick-
and-mortar for the first time. But the digital strategy needs to run 
through the business; it is about an entire digitalization of retail and 
not just the online experience or transactions—this is what we call 
New Retail. Working in coordination with an existing livestream 
strategy, brands are now using KOLs in conjunction with their 
celebrity ambassadors to drive even larger audiences, and in some 
cases create viral social moments—for example beauty KOL Austin 
Li, known as the Lipstick King, tries on 300 lipsticks a day while 
livestreaming, and once sold 15,000 lipsticks during a 15-minute 
livestream. The lipsticks he features often sell out across different 
e-commerce platforms not long after one of his broadcasts. Also, 
smaller niche brands, which have been launched by international 
superstars, such as Rihanna and Kim Kardashian, have seen 
significant interest in China following their launch. The launch of 
indie brands, which cater to a particular niche, has become a trend 
that will become a mainstay in 2021.

Shopping festivals in China have grown since COVID-19. 
How can brands better prepare for these occasions? 
Shopping festivals have formed a key part of China’s consumer 
psyche for more than a decade. In 2020, the 618 shopping festival 
and the 11.11 Global Shopping Festival saw brands pull out the 
stops in an attempt to reignite consumer spending. They have been 
the biggest sales events since the outbreak of COVID-19 and showed 
the clear strength of China’s online retail consumption, leading to 
a record-breaking year. But while there are plenty of opportunities 
for brands to reap the benefits of shopping festivals, those rewards 
will only come from significant planning and by investing the time 
to really understand their target. Shopping festivals are an incredibly 
competitive time for brands, so it is important that they have a clear 
strategy. While value plays a role in purchasing decisions for many 
consumers in China, there are also other factors to consider, such as 
personalization and exclusivity around the product. Brands will often 
launch limited-edition products around shopping festivals, which 
resonate very well with consumers. 

Do you see shopping festivals becoming less about 
promotions and discounts?
Promotion is for sure is still one of the key driving factors, because 
that’s how those shopping festivals came into being and this is what 

Tmall Global recently took measures to make it easier for 
brands to sell on the platform. What are the main changes? 
We are constantly evolving our business model to make it easier for 
brands to reach Chinese consumers. Tmall Global shifted from an 
invitation-based model to an open platform in 2019, and authorized 
owners can now launch their brands in China on the platform in three 
ways. The first is a brand flagship store on the Tmall Global platform, 
whereby brands can open their online store to sell their products 
directly to Chinese consumers. The second is Tmall direct import—
this is an agreement in which Tmall Global becomes a distributor 
or buyer, and this model is ideal for selling select skus that are 
already popular with Chinese consumers. The third is Tmall overseas 
fulfillment, whereby products are listed on a self-operated store by 
Tmall Global; this is a consignment model that allows brands and 
suppliers to benefit from the company’s global warehouse network 
in the US, Europe and Asia. It is the most efficient and cost-effective 
way for brands to test the China market for sales potential. Once on 
the platform, brands can personalize their flagship stores to include 
interactive features. These include customized storefronts, virtual try-
ons and guided selling tools often disguised as games. The storefront 
highlights a brand’s loyalty offerings and provides personalized product 
selections based on consumers’ previous buying and browsing habits.

How can brands capitalize on the livestreaming trend?
Livestreaming drove more than $50bn in sales for brands on 
Alibaba platforms over the last year. Livestream commerce is one 
of the most popular forms of social commerce and has caught the 
attention of global brands and retailers in recent months. For beauty 
brands, livestreaming has become not only a vital sales channel, but 
more importantly, a vehicle for product education and launches. To 
maximize the performance of their livestreams, brands can use tactics 
such as giveaways with purchases, exclusive deals for customers that 
pre-order, and incentivize audiences to join and purchase early in 
the live tream with special deals and product demos. Being able to 
answer consumers’ questions are key to developing an audience.

What are the most important digital tools for China? 
The pandemic has accelerated existing innovation in digital tools to 
engage consumers who continue to look for interactive experiences 
while shopping online. It is undeniable that we have seen a massive 
shift to online transactions globally—in China, [online is] already 
starting to dominate the market. [Research company] eMarketer 
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consumers expect. But as times goes on, consumers will also ask for 
more. We’ve seen more brands not using the shopping festival as 
a sales period, but as a chance to introduce their innovations and 
limited editions to drive news for the brand, besides just promotion.

Given the focus on festivals, is there a risk of brands’ 
business suffering during non-festival periods?
It is about balancing the key consumption periods and the normal 
times. For beauty, specifically 11.11, 618 and 3.8 are the three major 
shopping festivals that we promote. Brands plan their calendar 
between the shopping festival promotions versus their brand building 
activities and their new product launches, with some combining the 
introduction of their new initiatives with the shopping festivals. Now 
we are seeing a variety of patterns and calendars that each brand is 
developing according to their own needs. But I don’t think they will 
miss the three major shopping festivals.

What do you see as brands’ main stumbling blocks when it 
comes to selling on your platform? 
To better understand the Chinese market and the country’s digital 
ecosystem, brands need to invest the time in doing their research. 
Marketing and consumer behavior vary greatly between Chinese 
and Western markets, so don’t assume that a successful strategy 
in the West will apply to China. Companies’ main stumbling block 
is applying marketing strategies that work in Europe or the US to 
China—sometimes they simply do not translate.

Firstly, developing a greater understanding of Chinese culture and 
consumption habits can save brands a significant amount of time 
and money when entering the market. There really is no such thing 
as being too small to export to China. A product that may seem 
niche in the brand’s home territory can quickly become a significant 
opportunity when it aligns with consumer demand in China. The 
biggest thing to watch out for is not to think that whatever the 
product and the launch it is going to fit with China. Finding a partner 
that understands the Chinese market and developing a strategy that 
is tailored to the market, especially to the e-commerce and livestream 
shopping environment is extremely important.

China is becoming more competitive and expensive. Do 
brands need large budgets to succeed?
A brand of any size can find success through Alibaba’s ecosystem. 
One example is the launch of the British men’s grooming 

Companies’ main stumbling block is 
applying marketing strategies that work 
in Europe or the US to China—sometimes 
they simply do not translate 

“
”Jun Dong Managing Director Tmall Global Beauty, 

Alibaba Group
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business Hawkins & Brimble in 2020. The brand reported that 
it would make over $2m during its first 12 months on the platform. 
The company was established in 2016 and has a workforce of just 
six people. The company also reported that it had to charter two or 
three planes to transport its products to China ahead of the 2020 
11.11 Global Shopping Festival after seeing such a big demand. So 
there is a support system in the ecosystem, whether the brand is big 
or small. 

So the market is open for niche or smaller players?
Yes, and especially nowadays as a lot of the major, international 
brands already have entered the China market and Tmall. Now our 
focus is to make it easy and make the threshold of participation in 
our shopping festivals and marketing mechanisms lower so that we 
can welcome more smaller and niche brands.

What is Tmall Global doing to help these smaller brands?
Now we are developing more gradual seeding strategies for smaller 
brands—for example with smaller KOLs and seeding it on social 
platforms, and also with the top KOLs such as Austin Li and the 
like. We organized monthly product additions for the top KOLs and 
smaller KOLs so they can understand and learn about the new 
brands and new niche products. We also have a team to teach 
smaller and niche brands about operating a Tmall Global store.

Last year, retailers such as Sephora and Mecca launched on 
Tmall Global. Do you expect to add more retailers? 
Let me first take it the from the brand side first. There are several 
reasons why brands want to sell on Tmall Global and why more 
brands will join the platform. Firstly, the growth opportunities that 
China presents to international brands are enormous. Last year, it 
connected more than the total population of the UK to the internet 
and this trend is expected to continue. This means there is an ever-
increasing pool of consumers that brands are able to reach. Secondly, 
the demand for international brands was incredibly strong during 

last year’s 11.11 Global Shopping Festival. We had a record of more 
than 31,000 overseas brands offering goods on Alibaba’s cross-
border platforms to Chinese consumers. Dedicated teams helped 
brands launch products in a way not often seen domestically and 
Tmall Global’s delivery networks also allowed brands to reach their 
customers in China from abroad using our infrastructure as 
a platform. 
When it comes to retailers, Tmall Global offers them the marketing 
levers to help reach the world’s largest e-commerce sector. We 
will continue to explore ways to help brands reach consumers and 
deepen relationships with existing ones, including retailers.

What is the the difference between the consumer who 
shops on Tmall Global and on Tmall? 
Tmall Global and Tmall are both on the Taobao app, so of course, we 
share the same big consumer pool. But right now, consumer habits 
are becoming more tribal. So what we see from the latest data is 
that Tmall Global consumers are younger—on average about four 
and a half years younger than [those] in the Tmall domestic market. 
They are also more willing to try new things and pursue a more 
international lifestyle. 

We could say that the primary consumer group for Tmall global is 
Generation Z. So international brands starting out in China should 
firstly target this group.

How has consumer spend changed since COVID-19?
Since COVID-19, the trend of self-care and wellness has been on 
the rise in beauty. During the 2020 11.11 Global Shopping Festival, 
sunscreen and anti-aging serums become the third-highest selling 
subcategory in cosmetics, with a 320% rise in sales during the 
event compared to the previous year. 

As of December 2020, the number of brands and merchants on 
the Tmall Global platform grew over 60% year on year. COVID-19 
has driven more sales online and with a double-digit rise in basket 
size over the past 10 months.

Jun Dong Managing Director Tmall Global Beauty, Alibaba Group

s Livestreaming is key on Tmall Global, and drove more than $50bn in sales on Alibaba platforms over the past year
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s KOL Austin Li sold 15,000 lipsticks during a 15-minute livestream 

Is this increase in basket size due to consumers buying 
more products or higher-priced products?
It’s a combination of both. If you look at the data, it’s probably more 
about consumers buying more items, but the premiumization trend is 
taking hold. We see that more premium-priced brands are doing well 
and have taken off even further in the post COVID-19 period. 

How is Tmall Global’s penetration in lower-tier cities? 
Lower-tier areas are an important business strategy and the strategic 
direction for Alibaba, because China’s less developed markets have 
a lot of potential for growth when you consider their population, 
geography and shopping habits. By delivering better-quality goods at 
affordable prices, there is a lot of potential to encourage consumers 
in lower-tier areas to make frequent purchases. Across all of Alibaba 
platforms back in 11.11’s 2019 edition we were expecting 100 
million new users from lower-tier cities—areas where China’s 
biggest consumption growth is—to participate, and more than 70% 
of Alibaba’s 102 million newly acquired annual active consumers 
were actually based in these cities. The off-price or outlet strategies 
that many international brands use in the West may be an attractive 
way to engage consumers in lower-tier markets in China.

How do you see the evolution and potential of fragrance?
Due to its more discreet and less social-media friendly nature, 
fragrance has been slower to gain traction, but in the same way that 
the Chinese have flexed their power as dominant customers in nearly 
every luxury segment, from accessories, apparel and jewelry, the tide 
is turning for fragrance too. As a category, the price point is accessible 
enough for the rapidly expanding middle class to indulge in, and 
for companies without the resources of a large luxury conglomerate 
behind them, the world of perfumes in China is young enough to 
offer a relatively open playing field. 

Brands should consider the logistical difficulties that can arise 
from exporting fragrances into China—perfume suppliers can be 
refused by air carriers as their fragrances may contain flammable 

substances, and while maritime shipping has been the most common 
option, smaller brands have found it hard to meet the minimum 
volume requirements to ship using this method. This is why Tmall 
Global and our Logistic Cainiao Network recently launched its first 
perfume route, a dedicated flight for transporting fragrances between 
Europe and China daily. This was designed in response to the high 
sales demand that we’ve seen from several of the designer or niche 
fragrances from Europe. Fragrance is still relatively much smaller 
compared to the other major categories. But we have seen very 
rapid growth rates—fragrance has been one of the fastest-growing 
categories in beauty in the past 12 months.

Is fragrance demand mainly among younger shoppers?
In China, especially in beauty, the inspiration is always Generation 
Z. They are may be not the most affluent group now, but they are 
definitely the group that is more willing to spend, and they are very 
open to trying new products, brands and even new categories. 

Will the rise of local brands pose a threat to some of the 
big international players in China?
There is an increased demand for local Chinese brands thanks to their 
ability to address three areas: Value for money, fast social awareness 
and sales services. However, there will always be a strong demand 
for international brands among Chinese consumers, which are often 
highly coveted due to their product quality, their provenance and 
brand DNA. 

The 11.11 Global Shopping Festival in 2020 is a great example 
of this demand for international brands: 250,000 brands in total 
participated in 11.11 last year, of which 31,000 were overseas brands 
and among them, 2,600 participated in 11.11 for the first time. 

With a strong return in spending, Chinese consumers have 
become even more important to international companies as a 
source of growth. Local demand will always serve as competition to 
international businesses, but it is up to the big players to look for ways 
to innovate and  to localize their marketing strategy. n

Jun Dong Managing Director Tmall Global Beauty, Alibaba Group
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Luxasia Group CEO Dr Wolfgang Baier

The future of 
omnichannel beauty
Luxasia Group CEO Dr Wolfgang Baier outlined the 
intricacies of omnichannel and the implications of 
this strategy for beauty players during an inspiring 
presentation at Beauty Tech Live

In his keynote presentation, Asia distribution company Luxasia 
Group CEO Dr Wolfgang Baier provided much-needed clarity 

on what omnichannel—a term that is often misunderstood and 
sometimes a source of confusion—means and how an omnichannel 
strategy can be successfully implemented. 

“Omnichannel means a 360° view of the consumer,” said Baier. 
“It’s using in parallel all points of sales and having the ability to 
interact between them without losing the data. And this is where 
the future of e-commerce, or the future of beauty commerce is going 
to lie,” Baier explained.

Building blocks 
The building blocks of omnichannel, according to Baier are: 
Developing the right team with diverse talents and experience; 
understanding the consumer across the entire company, creating a 
network where everything—brick-and-mortar, social media, online 
commerce—interacts, and developing one platform at the back-end.

In terms of the team, Baier said: “In conversations about 
omnichannel, people often say ‘you need to put the tech first’, but I 
would say it is more about who is going to use it—who is going to 
implement it? Who is going to serve the consumer? Who is going to 
make sure it’s there? So we always start with the team.”

He added that omnichannel requires new skills, and said that at 
Luxasia, the company hired profiles that the beauty industry would 

not typically have recruited so as to gain a new perspective on 
the market.

He emphasized that omnichannel is a trial-and-error experience, 
and that staff need to be allowed to learn from errors, rather than 
fear being penalized for them. “Omnichannel is also about failing, 
it is about learning of course, but first you need to fail because if 
you don’t push the boundaries to try things out, to get consumers 
integrated, to try to bring systems together, you will never push the 
boundaries of your thinking,” he said. “So, we truly believe, at the 
very top of the company, we start reporting about what did not go 
so well first before we talk about all the beautiful things that we 
have achieved.”

Consumer focus
On the issue of the consumer, Baier highlighted that it is key for the 
consumer to be understood across the entire company. “Everyone 
needs to start understanding how to interact with the different types 
of consumers. Everything—brick-and-mortar, online, social—needs 
to start to merge into one network that interacts with each other 
and feed off each other. Triple down on consumer relationships; we 
have a mantra when it comes to consumer data: ‘Capture, analyze, 
predict, repeat’—we capture the data, analyze it, predict and then 
make sure the consumer comes back for repeat purchases. This is 
the true testament of a good CRM system.” n n n
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“Supercharge sampling, as this is a sensory industry. People still 
want to smell or try out the cream, and this is how you convert. But 
the traditional way of sampling is not working anymore because 
it was about expensive testers in the store. What we now need 
is simple, efficient ways where we can mail out samples to many 

people so that we get the smell and the texture out. Sampling is a 
key point in omnichannel to really get the luxury experience in there. 
And the other one is innovative services, such as concierge services 
or white glove delivery.”

The back-end
The last key element, which is often overlooked, is to have one 
platform or one back-end. “Omnichannel is 50% back-end and 
50% front-end, so the platform behind needs to work, because if 
this is not interlinked, it is very difficult to deliver omnichannel.”

n n n Also on the importance of CRM, Baier stated: “Whatever 
you have planned today to invest in CRM—double or triple it. It will 
pay off and it is so important.”

He added that companies should leverage cloud technologies 
and SaaS for speed and ease of implementation, rather than build 
complicated technology from scratch, and also focus on the quality 
of the data. “The right data give you the right insights. You can 
quickly get lots of data, but if it is not verified it doesn’t help. And 
then set the right metrics and break the silos down.”

Baier noted that expanding traditional metrics beyond just ROI is 
key. He advocated using more metrics, such as repeat purchase rate, 
customer acquisition cost, NPS scores and average basket size. 

An integrated network
The third issue is the distribution network. “Networks need to 
integrate. It is very easy to say, but very difficult to do, especially in 
luxury beauty. What we say when we integrate networks is very 
simple: Fewer doors, more focus. Focus on what you really want 
to change; choose the right e-commerce player, mix and match 
the different formats together. Focus, focus focus, as just going 
everywhere does not make sense.”

When it comes to online, Baier advocates controlling or ‘owning’ 
online points of sale as much as possible. “The forecast is that 
between 30% to 60% of sales will come from online. Treat online 
marketplaces as the new malls. Sometimes people will say: ‘I can’t 
own my online point of sale on a marketplace,’—yes, it is true that 
the marketplaces basically own that consumer data, but you can 
build shop-in-shops, combat fakes, add on services like virtual beauty 
advisors to make it your point of sale and have certain consumer 
feedback; so there are ways around it.”

In terms of replicating the luxury experience in digital, Baier points 
to the importance of sampling and services.

Everything—brick-and-mortar, online, 
social—needs to start to merge into one 
network that interacts with each other 
and feed off each other. Triple down on 
consumer relationships

“

Luxasia Group CEO Dr Wolfgang Baier”
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The back-end involves a huge data flow and insights from CRM, 
and infrastructure needs to be managed and integrated into all 
aspects of the business, and for example, link back to HR and to 
supply chain, commented Baier. He noted that the beauty industry 
still has much work to do on getting the back-end aspect of the 
omnichannel strategy right, especially in terms of integrating online 
and offline inventories.

Omnichannel at work
Baier went on to share examples of Luxasia’s omnichannel strategy 
at work. This includes its own end-to-end enablement e-commerce 
platform that it has built across Southeast Asia to allow brands 
to easily launch e-commerce, through one plug-and-play system. 
The platform is fully integrated into the inventories of the brands, 
includes local warehouses to prevent any cross-border arbitrage, 
and also allows pricing and the brand proposition to be controlled 

You mentioned that 50% of omnichannel is in the back-
end. Has the industry grasped this notion?
There is still a lot of work to do on the back-end. Take inventory, 
this is a very big topic. Companies now have all the online setup, 
but they often want to split inventories, with the inventory for 
online separate to offline, versus putting in place a system where 
you can tap into the whole inventory. So it is not just about an 
e-commerce website or a QR code in the retail store, but it is 
about a full ecosystem, and we need to make sure that the back-
end works seamlessly, and once that works magic happens. 

You said that online will represent between 30% and 
60% of sales, when do you see this happening and how 
do you see the players in the digital landscape? Will 
marketplaces dominate?
The range depends on geography and segment. Color cosmetics 
could quickly go up to 60% to 70%, while high-end luxury 
skincare is more under 25% to 30%. We believe that this shift 
will happen over the next three to four years. Our e-commerce 
has grown 700% during the pandemic. Marketplaces will play 
a very important role—they are now just too big to ignore. 
Marketplaces have become like malls and department stores and 
are where people go on a daily basis to do their shopping. They 
will most likely have the biggest part of it, but then brands are 
rightfully starting to develop their own e-commerce sites which 
enables a lot of brand building. I call them more educational sites 
because typically the volumes are not high in terms of transactions 
as it costs a lot to compete with marketplaces on keywords and 
everything else, but it is important that people know they can 
go to a brand dot-com and have the full brand experience so we 
encourage those dot-coms. 

Then there are the specialty channels, and some are investing a 
lot. So those three are the core elements.

Then another that is developing a lot is social commerce—as 

In a Q&A session with BW Confidential Editor in Chief Oonagh Phillips, Baier talked about the importance 
of the back-end system and how the digital landscape will evolve 

In conversation with…

Facebook, Instagram, WeChat, Line, and so many in Asia that are 
competing and opening up that buy button. It is going to be a 
revolution, because now you cannot only just do the brand building 
there, you sell and you can measure it, so there will be a lot of 
investments flowing there.

Can you see the social-commerce landscape continuing to 
be quite fragmented?
I think that it will be pretty fragmented in the medium term because 
it’s driven by social influencers and by smaller kind of cross-platform 
enablement, so it will take some time until there’s really kind of 
something established. 
But we see the future clearly that this is the fourth pillar of the digital 
omnichannel experience.

With the emergence of more forms of commerce, will 
it become more difficult and expensive for brands to 
manage their business across a growing multitude of 
platforms? How do you see the volatility of managing 
demand across these different platforms?
It is much more expensive and it’s much more difficult, but at the 
same time there’s no choice, because this is the new market reality. 
What you mentioned about demand forecasting and inventory—
this is key, as sometimes we sell 10,000 bottles with an influencer 
overnight, and so if you don’t forecast well everything breaks down 
and it’s a disaster; at the same time, sometimes it doesn’t work and 
you are left with the stock

What we basically look into is: Number one, get the right talent in 
terms of demand forecasting and that understands omni marketing; 
this is a very important resource. I think that talent will become more 
and more important.

Our industry is touch and feel, but we need to combine that with 
analytics. We need to combine the gut feeling about a product with 
the data. 

through the system’s dashboard. “It basically means you don’t need 
15 of those platforms across Asia Pacific and you don’t need 15 
people monitoring it—it’s a one-stop solution and it is helping us to 
grow significantly in e-commerce and add very quickly in the other 
channels, such as department stores, chain stores and boutiques.”

Baier also highlighted Luxasia’s own beauty store for niche brands, 
escentials as an example of omnichannel. “We have integrated 
our events with social-media data insights; pop ups that integrated 
to what we learned from the core platform. We have an online 
shopping experience with the luxury touch where we put a lot of 
emphasis on the consumer journey, we have content creation and 
beauty advisors.” 

As a result, Baier says that escentials has seen above-market 
growth rates. He added that on a whole, since Luxasia  implemented 
its omnichannel strategy in 2016, the company has grown twice the 
rate of the market. n
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Puig Chief Operating Officer Javier Bach

Selling online scents
Puig Chief Operating Officer Javier Bach shared 
his views on how fragrances can be better 
experienced and sold online

brands are putting in place to improve the e-commerce experience 
is going to push even more consumers to buy online. Also, the 
geographical footprint will have an impact. If you think of China, 
it is a market where we are seeing our perfume brands growing 
exponentially. China is projected to be a top market in the years to 
come, and due to the fact that it has a very high online penetration it 
will also push the global online weight [of the category] much higher. 
The last point is travel retail. Travel retail will come back, and the 
question is, whether it will come back the same way as before or will 
come back by embracing digital, which was probably not so much 
the case for the industry before. With all these factors, the percentage 
of online will be much higher. Having said this, for fragrance, physical 
stores will continue to be very relevant. 

How do you see the impact of online sales on the brick-
and-mortar store, and how do you see the role of the retail 
store changing as a result? 
The fact that online will continue growing forces retailers and brands 
to redefine the role of stores. Stores have to become much more 
experiential and need to be elevated. If they rely on a transactional 
approach, they will lose the race to online. What is important is this 
omnichannel approach; so that it is not online against offline, but 
about what the role of the store is and how this amplifies the entire 
shopper journey. Shoppers will go to stores if there is a reason to go 
there. For us, the experience is very relevant, and this experience can 
be educational, fun, entertaining, aesthetic, but what it cannot be is 
just transactional, as then there is no point to go to the stores. We 
will partner with retailers to make this happen. 

Can you see more store closures and the brick-and-mortar 
footprint becoming considerably reduced as a result of the 
rise in online sales?
The straightforward answer is yes. Basically, what COVID-19 has 
done is accelerated underlying dynamics. We have seen stores 

What have you learnt when it comes to selling fragrance 
online as a result of the digital acceleration we have seen 
over the past year?  
I would say that the first thing we learned concerns online penetration. 
We projected online would represent 25% by 2025. But what 
happened is that prestige fragrance went from 12%-13% in 2019, 
to 24% last year—so the projections we had for 2025 were already 
met. Half of that growth came from the fact that stores were closed. 
But what we have seen since the beginning of 2021 is that this online 
penetration is consolidating, so we tend to think that it will become 
even more relevant in the years to come.

We saw exponential growth of our own e-commerce. But we also 
that the omnichannel players performed better proportionally, and we 
think that that was due to the fact that consumers who were forced to 
buy online went to their trusted partner. 

Another learning is that we had to realize that it’s about an omni-
channel shopping journey, and it is important to understand that it’s 
not online against offline, but how you amplify both of them. Linked to 
this was using our BAs in the stores to do online consultations, which 
is something we are continuing to implement. 

And maybe the last point would be on the cultural shift. Online is an 
always-on reality, and you have to be permanently on top of it. It’s a 
retail business, so it changes the way you operate.

Do you see the share of online sales continuing to grow 
rapidly, or will the channel soon reach a maturation point?
It’s difficult give projections given what has happened recently. We 
thought that that the 25%, share that we projected for 2025—
which was reached last year—would go down and then go up 
again. We think that this percentage will be much higher, because 
while consumption behaviors tend to take a long time to change, 
shopping behaviors change much more rapidly, and consumers who 
have overcome the fear of buying online will not go back, and will 
continue buying online. Plus, the investments that both retailers and 
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steadily closing year after year. The acceleration of online has not 
been a net growth for the industry, but in many markets has been 
at the expense of offline network. This will make some of the doors 
unproductive and will force some door closures. Again, brands and 
retailers are investing in improving the experience online, and this so 
this shift towards more online will also make some of the doors less 
relevant if they also do not transform themselves.

For brands, what we are doing is also shifting investments from 
offline to online. Offline will continue to be very relevant—for 
perfumery. No one has cracked the formula for smelling online, so we 
will rely on stores to play that part of the journey and 
continue investing there. But it is true that part of the investment will 
shift online. 

There are so many places to shop online, from social 
commerce and DTC, to marketplaces. Which of those 
formats are best adapted to selling fragrance?
We are a multi-brand portfolio company with brands that range from 
ultra-premium like Penhaligon’s, L’Artisan Parfumeur and Christian 
Louboutin, to prestige brands like Paco Rabanne Carolina Herrera 
and Jean Paul Gaultier, to local heroes like Kama in India, so it 
depends on the brand strategy. Take niche for instance, if you want to 
provide that very special treatment, that very personalized connection 
to consumers, then e-commerce is the cornerstone of that strategy 
online, and that’s what we are doing and seeing amazing results in 
that area.The same happens with prestige brands. But if you look at 
the size of the business e-tailing [e-retailers] is more relevant. And 
here, omnichannel players, pure players, marketplaces, and even 
social commerce, is relevant. What I would say here is that it is not 
about one or the other. What we think is more important is who 
understands how to add value for consumers, and who allows the 
brands to express themselves and to keep building brand equity. That, 
for us is the most relevant thing, and we partner with those who 
allow us to do that. If it is transactional it is missing the point. 

When it comes to conversion and when 
consumers go to a platform, be it your 
own platform or a retailer’s platform, 
then what I would say is: ‘fix your 
basics’. This is a lot about execution—we 
call it brilliant basics

“

”Puig Chief Operating Officer Javier Bach
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s Puig says that Paco Rabanne 1 million and Carolina Herrera Good Girl have strong rankings in Google search
 

Puig Chief Operating Officer Javier Bach
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Why should a consumer buy fragrance in a store, 
when she can usually find it online at a steep discount? Is 
the consumer who shops online different to the one who 
shops in a store? 
Generally, most consumers are omnichannel consumers—it is not 
about people who go just to stores or just buy online. As to why 
should people go to the store if they can find a fragrance cheaper 
online, what I can tell you that we saw during COVID-19 is that 
people who moved online did not go to the cheapest offer, but to the 
trusted retailer. And I think the relationship and the trust that brands 
and retailers build with consumers is very relevant. Not everything is 
about price, but about what kind of service, connection and loyalty 
programs you have, and that’s what we need to focus on. And 
another relevant point is when you take young consumers, they like 
to buy from the brand directly and like to have that connection. Our 
brands are working hard on understanding who their consumer 
base is, connecting with them and talking with them. We think that’s 
something that we will see more and more of—it is about how you 
manage your community.

How can you make your brands and fragrances stand 
out online? 
Part of our online strategy is what we call mastering the omni-
channel connection and conversion of consumers. For us, what is 
important is that brands understand who their consumer is, what 
is their shopping journey and what are their touch points. Every 
touchpoint is an opportunity to add or to destroy value in front of 
consumers. It is about understanding which are the key touchpoints 
for my brand and how can I add value at that moment. Let me 
give you an example. We learned recently that in Google the most 
searched male fragrance is Paco Rabanne 1 million, and the female 
fragrance with the highest acceleration is Carolina Herrera Good Girl. 

So that is a way to create interest and to stand out. When it comes 
to conversion and when consumers go to a platform, be it your 
own platform or a retailer’s platform, then what I would say is: ‘fix 
your basics’. This is a lot about execution—we call it brilliant basics. 
Someone said a while ago that execution is sexy, and I tend to agree. 
You need to make sure that in terms of share of search, visibility, 
product availability, ratings, and reviews, that all those things are met 
in order to be able to stand out.

Is it becoming more expensive to do that, especially as 
some Big Tech players have tripled prices in the last year?
It is very clear that there will be a fight on traffic and visibility, and 
it’s going to be more expensive. But it is a natural game—if there is 
more demand, prices will go up. 

With e-commerce, is there a risk of missing out on the 
impulse purchase consumers would make in-store?
In terms of the consumer, there are three missions: Replenishment, 
gifting or trial. In our industry, it is a lot about planned purchases, 
while impulse purchases are around 20% to 25%. 

Having said that, what is important is to make it easy for consumers 
and make the path to purchase faster and more seamless—if there 
are too many clicks in order to buy, the purchase is not going to 
happen. Social commerce is interesting, and when you see what is 
happening in China with livestreaming, it’s a very immediate way to 
see something that interests you and then be guided to the purchase. 

Another important issue is to reduce the fear of making mistake 
[with a purchase]. That is something that it can be through 
consultation or try-before-you-buy. So there are many ways to make 
sure that that you can improve impulse buying. And at the same 
time, I come back to the brilliant basics—make sure that your basics 
are fixed, and then things will happen. 
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s Puig’s Fragrance Profiler combines fragrances with images 
and key words to help consumers find fragrances. The Air Parfum 
technology allows consumers to smell several scents without 
saturating the air around them

How difficult is it to encourage the discovery process 
online? Will online purchases of fragrance mainly be 
reserved for gifting periods, such as Mother’s Day or 
Christmas, and how can you encourage the purchase of 
new fragrances online? 
When we compare the purchasing patterns online and offline, what 
we see clearly is that with online there is a higher percentage of 
gifting and replenishment and lower trial and that is because the 
industry has not yet fixed the issue of not being able to trial or smell 
fragrances online. 

One of the things we have done is developed a fragrance profiler, 
which is a proprietary technology. This profiler includes a combination 
of one of the largest perfume databases with amazing images on 
ingredients with keywords. You cannot smell through it, but it is the 
closest approach to being able to smell through images and words. 
It also allows consumers to have their own olfactive profile and it 
is amazing what can you do with this profile. For example, it gives 
retailers the opportunity to do more targeted sampling, while for 
consumers, you can share your profile with your friends so that if they 
choose a fragrance for you as a gift it will suit you. We implemented 
this on our own websites and also with some retail partners, and the 
results have been amazing in terms of conversion and engagement 
and average transaction value.

What else are you focusing on in terms of sampling or 
discovery sets online? 
We are definitely focusing on this. We are trying different strategies 
—top of the funnel with sampling through social media, targeted 
sampling through retailers, try-before-you-buy and sampling kits. It 
is extremely important as we know that 85% of consumers who 
buy, have tried the fragrance before, and they rely very much on the 
physical stores nowadays and on sampling. And we need to fix that if 

we want to solve that pain point in online. 
We are at the beginning of the learning curve and there is much 

more to do. 

How can you offer a premium experience online from A 
to Z in the purchase process—for example from product 
discovery to delivery. Is there a need to better control 
more of the logistics side of the process? 
I would say definitely, yes. If you buy a premium product, you expect 
that the entire experience is right from, from the purchase, shipping, 
customer service, to delivery to unpacking, and this is putting a lot of 
pressure on our operations teams. The bar is very high, and people 
expect same-day or next-day delivery. Just to give you an example, 
we observed in some markets in the days before Christmas last 
year, online sales went down, as consumers did not want to rely on 
retailers and brands to ship gifts that may not arrive on time. 

This tells you how relevant this issue is for consumers, so it has to 
be a focus.

What technologies are you using to help the beauty 
advisor sell fragrance? 
One of the areas that we’re working on is how to empower the 
BA through technology. This is with the profiler for instance, or with 
another technology we have developed called Air Parfum, which fixes 
the pain point of consumers’ nostrils becoming saturated when they 
smell four or five fragrances. 

We are using those technologies to enhance the ability of our BAs 
to connect with consumers and to elevate that experience. However, 
we are just scratching the surface, and in the coming years we think 
that we will have a much more empowered BA who will be working 
online and offline and using technology in order to elevate that 
experience. n
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Coty Chief Digital Officer Jean-Denis Mariani

Digging into DTC
Coty Chief Digital Officer Jean-Denis Mariani 
provided key insights into the Direct-To-
Consumer (DTC) model and how he sees 
it evolving

see the role of the Chief Digital Officer as speeding up and scaling up 
the business, and I can assure you that in one year’s time our digital 
footprint will look totally different.

E-commerce currently represents 19% of Coty’s business. 
How do you see this business growing? 
When it comes to digital and e-commerce, COVID-19 has completely 
changed the game. The pandemic has accelerated the trend by 
about three years, so it is very difficult to predict what the eventual 
mix of channel breakdown and consumer behavior will look like, 
once the situation stabilizes. But, however, I have no doubt that 
the importance of e-commerce is here to stay in our industry, 
and we have good signals. We are already very strong when it 
comes to direct e-commerce in make-up and in skincare, but let’s 
take fragrance. This category in which Coty is the world leader, is 
traditionally seen as being the most challenging when it comes 
to digital, especially for the launch of new fragrances. But the last 
year has been very surprising. Our research shows that 70% of 
women and almost 80% of men bought fragrance online during 
the first wave of COVID-19. And a recent report found that TikTok 
posts related to fragrance grew by more than 400% during that 
period. So there is a huge space for fragrance, and I can share a 
good example. We launched Perfect, the new fragrance from Marc 
Jacobs last August with a full 360-degree campaign, which was 
extremely digitally focused, with huge results. For example, we 
created an amazing TikTok campaign around the self-expression of 
our consumer and had 10 billion views. We also had similar results 
on Snapchat, so even for fragrance things are moving and this shows 
what is possible. 

DTC is a top priority. How big do you see the DTC 
channel becoming for the group as part of your overall 
e-commerce business? 
Yes, DTC is definitely a top priority, because you control the entire 
consumer experience. You control the price, you can gather all the 
consumer data and you can personalize the interaction—having this 

You joined Coty at the end of last year to expand 
e-commerce. What are the key measures that needed to be 
taken to grow this business?
We have all seen the spectacular rise of digital and e-commerce in 
the beauty industry over recent years, and in the past 12 months in 
particular. This growth can be seen in our most recent results and in 
our [second fiscal] quarter especially when we achieved 40% growth 
in e-commerce and DTC, with an online penetration weight of 19%. 
But while these results are very encouraging, there is still so 
much potential. 

To fully unlock that potential, we are working on four key drivers. 
The first one is developing a strong digital mindset. Sometimes it is 
very difficult to give a definition to digital, but I would say that digital 
is about consumer centricity; it is about putting our customer at the 
heart of our organization and our strategy. At the end of the day, there 
is no digital strategy anymore, but there is strategy in a digital world, 
so each of our employees is a Chief Digital Officer in their field. It’s 
very important also for us to embark all our employees on this exciting 
adventure. The second driver is digital upscaling for all our employees, 
and the third is customer experience. We would like to make customer 
experience the key differentiator, so we are building a DTC platform 
designed around an innovative customer experience. The last driver is 
about organization, so we are re-organizing ourselves to fully support 
our Coty ambitions. We have recently built centers of expertise that 
will serve our internal customers, brands and countries, because we 
are bringing all our brands and countries on the same path and at the 
same pace.

When it comes to digital transformation there is a big 
focus on breaking silos and having teams embrace digital. 
How difficult is that process?
The good thing is that digital creates a lot of opportunities in each 
of our functions, from supply chain, sales, marketing and HR, so 
everybody has this willingness to grow their digital opportunity. We 
want to create this environment with a strong mindset around the 
consumer, data, bringing test and learns and new ways of working. I 
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relevant direct connection and interaction with a consumer through 
personalization is probably the main objective of DTC. I would say 
that your DTC has to be the most beautiful shop of the brand and 
it should dramatically elevate your brand equity. It is like a flagship 
store that offers the very best of everything about the experience, the 
product range, service and interactive content, such as tutorials or 
specialist guidance from experts. We are working a lot on that and 
are exploring a lot of innovative ways to bring the DTC offer to the 
next level.

Given that the DTC strategy enables brands to have 
control over their pricing and with the rise in the number 
of DTC brands, can you see the price of beauty across the 
board going up?  
For sure, price is a key driver for our consumers to purchase, and now 
with all these websites, they are able to find the right price. But when 
it comes to DTC, pricing is not the top priority; you have to create 
the reason why your consumer will go to your website to purchase. 
This is the most difficult part when it comes to DTC—it is not only 
plugging in a technical solution, it is about creating a reason why, 
and the reason why is innovation, new services; it could be limited 
editions, or a dedicated exclusive product strategy. It’s also about 
embracing new trends and innovative services, such as livestreaming 
sessions, live tutorials and live masterclasses. Personalization is 
probably the best way to differentiate from other channels so 
personalize your product—provide engraving capabilities, exclusive 
content and exclusive products. Services should be at the heart of 
your DTC to create a strong value to differentiate from the other 
channels. With the Kylie and Kim Kardashian brands we have two 
secret weapons where we can learn a lot in terms of best 

You have to create the reason why 
your consumer will go to your website 
to purchase. This is the most difficult 
part when it comes to DTC—it is not 
only plugging in a technical solution; 
it is about creating a reason why, and 
the reason why is innovation and new 
services; it could be limited editions, or a 
dedicated exclusive product strategy

“

”Coty Chief Digital Officer Jean-Denis Mariani
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practices. They practically invented what we call the drop 
model in the beauty industry, and so we are capitalizing a lot on 
what works, why it works and how we could take advantage of that 
and sharing these best practices with our other brands.

What are these learnings that can be applied to your 
other brands? 
The first point is about gathering a lot of insight from these 
communities, so thanks to social listening and consumer feedback 
we are gathering information on future trends and product 
expectations. This has helped us improve the consumer experience 
and develop the right product to meet customer expectations. The 
question is: How do we take advantage of these huge communities 
to bring DTC to the next level? For that, there are amazing trends 
on the rise, such as livestreaming or a social-commerce advocacy 
strategy. We know that consumers are influenced by external 
prescriptors—they are really influenced by consumers or the micro 
influencer or their peers, so that’s why we are working to identify in 
our community our best brand ambassadors and thinking about how 
tomorrow they will become a social seller. 

In terms of social commerce, are consumers ready to shop 
on social media platforms? 
The vision is to develop a fully integrated transactional ecosystem, 
meaning that, in the holistic consumer journey we should capitalize 
on each touchpoint—that could be virtual try-on, online skincare 
diagnosis or live consultation with a BA. We should enable the 
consumer to buy the product if she or he wants—so it is just giving 
the choice. When we talk about DTC, it is not about just having 
a website or mobile website, but about having a fully integrated 
ecosystem, because digital is about direct connection between 
brands and consumers. These direct connections should allow 
consumers to purchase a product, whatever the channel they choose. 

A lot of DTC indie brands have ended up going into third-
party retail. How do you see this evolving?
The main difference is about data. We know that today data is the 
new oil as it allows companies to personalize the interaction and 
consumers are expecting this. So DTC is a good way to collect data 
and to control and deliver an experience. But DTC is not so easy. 
It’s very easy to open a shop within a pure player, or even e-retailer, 
but when it comes to DTC you have to put a lot of effort and 
investment on the table. You have to build it and it’s not only about 
technology—it’s about customer care, supply chain, product strategy 
and services. It is a company project, and not the project of the of the 
digital team. And this is especially because consumers have best-in-
class experiences. 

Take Amazon for example—the delivery is amazing, and they have 
made the standards high in the industry. So when you think about 
developing your DTC, you have to keep in mind all these standards 
and regularly assess what your peers are doing if you want to stand 
out from the crowd. 

How do you see the different types of DTC commerce 
models evolving? 
I think that the last revolution was content, so to provide a lot of 
enriched content on the website and to become a kind of publishing 
destination, where you find everything related to your field of beauty. 
I think that the next generation is going to be about service, with two 
key pillars around entertainment and education. 

Consumers are really looking for education; they want to 
understand make-up tutorials, skincare routines and fragrance 
history, and know more about the products they are purchasing. They 
also want entertainment so the next generation is about services 
and how you bring in this holistic experience in one place. That’s why 
on our DTC we are working hard to embrace all these new trends 
around masterclasses, education and tutorials. n

s Coty says its TikTok campaign for the Perfect fragrance from 
Marc Jacobs last year garnered 10 billion views. Coty is using 
learnings from Kylie and Kim Kardashian to inform the DTC 
strategy for its other brands.

Coty Chief Digital Officer Jean-Denis Mariani
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L’Occitane Group Sustainability Officer & Director of the L’Occitane en Provence 
Brand Adrien Geiger

Retail reinvention 
L’Occitane Group Sustainability Officer and Director of 
the L’Occitane en Provence Brand Adrien Geiger talks 
about the changing role of stores today in light of the 
rise of digital

store network. Today, especially in Europe and the US, we don’t have 
the right answer yet on what our network should look like because 
it’s still too new. However, those two main points of putting human 
interaction at the heart of the experience and how we can use those 
places as a fulfillment centers, are the areas we are thinking about 
to redesign our retail network.

Do you need so many stores today when large volumes of 
sales could be done online?
When I started at L’Occitane in 2014 I remember saying to the 
team that our sustainable, competitive advantage is our retail 
network—that we have 3,000 stores around the world that none 
of our competitors have and that this is a strength that we need 
to leverage. Today, I would say that our sustainable, competitive 
advantage is our 10,000 BAs who are selling the brand every day. 
In the US, we have closed quite a few stores this year, but we kept  
many of our BAs and in order to do that, we developed a clienteling 
tool, where the BA can still interact with the customers even if they 
don’t have a store anymore. With this clientleing tool we can create 
video interaction—almost like a real interaction in a store. So I don’t 
think we need very big stores—maybe a few in some key locations 
with a lot of tourists for our image. For the majority of our network 
we rely on smaller stores, where the BA can be present, but we 
don’t necessarily need to have all the products. So you just have to 
have a place that is a base for the BA. I would assume that we will 
reduce the size of our stores to have maybe smaller stores, but I 
don’t know whether we will reduce the number of stores by a lot. 

How can you use that network of 3,000 stores as an asset 
to give you an edge over the growing number of pure-
play DTC e-commerce brands?
The trend is for retailers going to e-commerce and e-tailers trying 
to go into a brick and mortar, as with stores, you can do things 
that you can’t do in e-commerce, such as services, product returns 

How do you see the role of brick-and-mortar stores given 
the acceleration of e-commerce? Do you see some of your 
stores becoming more focused on online logistics, or as 
fulfilment centers rather than as traditional boutiques?
The new role of retail with the rise of digital has been talked about 
for some time. In 2014, talk was about creating experiences in store 
that are different from what you can have in digital, and for that 
reason we have to build big flagship stores, with a lot of different 
experiences. One project was the launch of our Champs Elysées 
store in collaboration with [pastry chef] Pierre Hermé with the focus 
on experiencing food or tasting products’ ingredients—something 
you cannot do in digital.

What we have learned is that with this you create a wow effect 
at the beginning, and it brings new traffic to your store, but then 
this momentum tends to fade. Something we realized during the 
COVID-19 crisis, especially is that the one single thing that you 
cannot have in digital is human interaction. So our thinking and the 
way retail is evolving is to have our BAs at the center of the retail 
experience, because this is real interaction. In digital, you can have 
a lot of great experiences, but the real human connection that’s 
something that you will never get anywhere else, than in the store. 
So for me, the store should evolve into a place where we put human 
interaction at the heart. 

On the other hand, looking at the store as a fulfillment center, 
the best example we have is in the US. We had one fulfillment 
center on the East Coast, which meant that on the West Coast it 
was sometimes taking us a week to deliver products, which is not 
acceptable when Amazon is around the corner. So we started to 
implement an order management system and to rethink our stores, 
also as a fulfillment center and this turned out to be very successful; 
now in some cities we can deliver within hours. This is enhancing our 
digital performance and helped us a lot to get through the crisis. So 
that’s a different story than the human approach but it’s important.

This means that maybe what will be needed is a different type of 
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and product trial. We have decades of experience as a retailer and 
we also have had an e-commerce business since 2000 and it now 
represents 20% of our business—so we have those two legs.

From an IT perspective, what we are doing is linking the two 
main legs, and what is interesting is that now you have many new 
touchpoints—you can sell on Instagram or on other marketplaces, 
and soon influencers will be able to sell products on TikTok.

But having those two strong legs allows us to connect into all 
those new touchpoints and be quite agile.

What are the main digital tools that you have 
implemented that are helping to drive business at your 
brick-and-mortar stores? 
One easy example that we have implemented that turned out to 
be very successful is our partnership with [AI search company] 
Yext, which helps our stores be visible in all digital platforms—it is 
actually is not that easy to make sure that on Google you have the 
reliable information about store location, opening hours, pictures of 
the stores and comments. So having the all the information about 
the store is very useful, especially as to go anywhere now, we check 
our phones first. 

We are also starting to develop video interaction between our BA 
and our customer in digital, which is liked by consumers. This brings 
the extra connection that people want. So we are leveraging our 
BAs in the stores, because then they can start linking a 
digital connection with retail connection and switch from one to 
another easily.

In the past you have talked about digital as a way of 
easing the friction in brick-and-mortar stores, especially 
with the use of voice and facial recognition in stores or 
a store in the mold of Amazon Go. How close are you to 
creating this frictionless experience in your stores?
We tried a lot of experiments with that, and honestly we didn’t see a 

In 2014 I, remember saying that our 
sustainable, competitive advantage 
is our 3,000 stores around the world. 
Today, I would say that our sustainable, 
competitive advantage is our 10,000 BAs 
who are selling the brand every day

“

”L’Occitane Group Sustainability Officer &  Director of the 
L’Occitane en Provence Brand Adrien Geiger
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massive improvement in the experience from a customer standpoint. 
This because at the end of day, 80% of the experience is the 
interaction with the BA. Reducing friction is very true in digital, as 
we don’t want to waste time and we have seen how simple it can 
be with Amazon. But in stores, from the customer experience point 
of view, the main thing is about the relationship with a BA—and a 
good BA can be forgiven for anything, even if she takes too much 
time at the till. So [reducing friction] is no longer for us the most 
pressing issue.

On the other hand, digital can be very useful for the BA’s back-end 
tasks. We would like the BA to spend 100% of her time interacting 
with the customers, but sometimes she spends 50% of the time on 
back-end problems regarding the fulfillment of products and so on. 
A lot of her tasks could be automatized. So digital can reduce the 
BA’s burden allowing her spend more time with the customer. 

To what extent is the data obtained from your growing 
digital business informing your brick-and-mortar 
strategies in terms of assortment, forecasting, store 
openings and predicting consumer behavior? 
Not enough. We are growing up in this area. We have so much 
data that we would like to use, but it takes time. First of all, you 
have to clean the data, which is a lot of energy and effort, and then 
you have to add the right skills to be able to process the data and 
get insights out of it. Then you have to build trust, because most 
Retail Directors and General Managers have until now relied on gut 
feeling, so it is not easy to come in and say ‘we need to do what the 
data says.’ We are doing this step by step. For instance, in the past, 
if we were thinking of closing a store, we would look only at the 
profitability of the store, but now we are starting to look at it from a 
customer point of view—how many people do we recruit with the 
store, what is the lifetime value of the customer we have recruited 
— and so we start to use new KPIs to make a sound decision. But 
we can do much more. 
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You have seen strong growth in China. What digital 
learnings have you seen from China that could be applied 
to brick-and-mortar stores elsewhere? 
China is a different ecosystem, so what is happening in China 
cannot really be replicated everywhere else. The clienteling app that 
we have developed in the US has existed in China for quite some 
time now, because with WeChat the BA can interact directly with the 
customers. We are also learning from the difficulties. For example, 
if each BA has a database of customers they can chat with directly, 
when they leave the company, what happens with the database? 
So now you are starting to hire a BA for the customer database 
they have created and that is something that we never had to deal 
with before. It is an issue that we had to deal with in China that is 
helping us in the US.

One thing that is growing very fast in China and spreading across 
Asia is livestreaming, and I believe it will come back to the West. For 
two years now, we have seen a strong push in livestreaming, which 
is a bit like QVC.

What have been your experiences with Limelife, which 
focuses on social commerce. Are there learnings in that for 
traditional retail?
Take the example of the US, if there are fewer stores how can the 
BA recruit the consumer, and this is where social selling comes into 
play. We are learning a lot on social-selling techniques, which is a lot 
about recruiting new beauty guides who build a strong community 
for us to sell our products through. And we are beginning to give 
them the right tools and skills to recruit new consumers in digital 
and social media, so they become like micro-influencers.

How do you see digital or tech helping improve the 
sustainability credentials of the beauty industry? Do you 
have any initiatives in this area?
It is not hardcore tech, but last year we launched a refill system in 
our stores and we are deploying this.  What was quite difficult with 
this was cleaning the empty bottles in store to the standards of the 
cosmetics industry. So with our partners, we developed a technique 
using UV lights and a dense water spray. What bothers me is that in 
our industry every year we create 4,000 tons of single-use plastics.
We can use digital to help us with this. Having a refill station in every 
store would cost too much and won’t be possible, but we can have 
digital services, whereby someone on a bicycle will come to your 
home collect the empty bottles and give you full bottles and then 
bring the empty bottles to a cleaning center.  

The question also from an environmental footprint point of view is 
how do you estimate the impact of e-commerce—either yours or an 
e-retailer’s—compared to brick-and-mortar stores.

Around 40% of the CO2 emitted in Paris during Christmas 
time comes from the delivery of parcels ordered online. Because 
consumers want same-day delivery, you end up with trucks driving 
around the city, which are half empty. We have to know how we can  
track that and how can we reduce it.

So the question is, how can you make sure that your fulfillment 
is optimized in terms of carbon footprint and so we are we trying 
to develop green fulfillment from the store to the location of our 
customers. However, you have to think about the carbon footprint 
in terms fulfillment as a whole, and see where you can optimize 
logistics. Ten years ago we are doing a lot of air freight from 
Manosque to Japan and to Shanghai, and that’s something we have 
managed to ban completely, which is huge in terms of impact.

Could you refuse to sell in some retailers or e-retailers 
who ignore sustainability criteria?
We could do. The problem is that it is not always easy to have the 
right information. We have asked all our partners to have the right 
EcoVadis grades. We can do this with raw materials and packaging 
suppliers, but with the e-tailers or marketplace platforms we don’t 
yet have strong knowledge of the real impact from the servers and 
the digital behind it. n

s L’Occitane is looking to in-store refill 
fountains and the collection of empy bottles 
and deliveries through digital to reduce waste

L’Occitane Group Sustainability Officer & Director of the L’Occitane en Provence 
Brand Adrien Geiger
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